ENGLISH LYRICS

Free muse (music: Volpe Mirko - lyrics: Kuro Silvia)

01

Spontaneous dance, it arises and it shows. Where there it's not expected it subverts. It overturns the order at revealed will. Cheery as a
flower ungathered, for grass and soil make the beauty of a flower. It is not the sold dance which was demanded, but the dance that suddenly
manifests. The instinctive gesture of craving for that which beats. Its step directs and offers a chant. Perpetual initiation dance, which always
renovates its motion of an unknown sound. Yet it never lies, it is constant. It contains everything and it owns nothing. A dance that express
and doesn't represent.

02

Norm against Nature (music, lyrics: Volpe Mirko)

I don't care of this society which is slave of Norm and Falsehood, but I sing with joy about incivility: a beautiful queen by Nature! Strict Norm
wants us getting used to a miserable life, just inglorious tensons for avoiding people's bemoaning. Norm commands by supplying us
conveniences, by offering false serenity, but if Nature will open our eyes we will destroy every city. On the asphalt surface no life exists, only
earth can give birth, what we need for breathing it is given by Nature and not by Norm. Living screened and distant from reality it's everyone's
normality by now, but our heart finds peacefulness if there is Nature instead of Norm. Come on, dance and sing with me, for it's the only way
to hurt the king, he exchanged our freedom, against Nature, with Norm.

03

The female jester (music: Volpe Mirko, Kuro Silvia - lyrics: Anon. XVI cent.)
I would like and I would not to delight you / I’m forced to say, but modesty restrains me. / It bothers me to stay, it struggles me to leave, / but
I won't do against my duty. / To stay on the bench gives me sorrow, / because I see the people staring at me. /who is pleased for my flair, / I
wouldn't want it to be my squire. / Oh Phoebus your art is such reduced / that who follows you it's seen as a monster among the people / held
up with the usual slanders. / Don’t be surprised if a woman gets on the bench to sing: / virtue makes a man almighty to the whole. / Although
a force pushes my shy voice to say, modesty disturbs it, / thus wrapped up in two flames remains / my quivered heart that always burns. /
But led by the courage which is never harmful, / I will say something thanks to heaven's granted favor / and I will try my best to celebrate
and to please / each one who'll give me the cross. / But don't feel admired, you all / for I mounted on the bench to sing / because art is not
for idlers. / Phoebus delighted in playing / Amphion built Thebes with chant: / whence this virtue seems divine. / Ignore the rumors! / Oh
folks, plebs, in the end it's clear / that only chant placates Christ in heaven!

04

The pharaoh State it (music: Volpe Mirko - lyrics: Kuro Silvia)
<We were shepherds, we had soil for pasture and flowers> so Joseph's brothers said to the pharaoh: <We are here at your presence because
we are in famine> so the pharaoh made them work on his lands. Pharaoh needs you to be working on his lands, you've got to keep busy and
to maintain his state. Your reward is money to spend on resources he stole you. You'll still dream of being free and with his money you’ll be
sometimes able to buy freedom. Joseph was elected viceroy by the pharaoh. Joseph gathered provisions from all the lands. He gathered in
the cities the nourishment taken from the fields. Joseph collected also all the money he could and brought the sum to the pharaoh's place as
payment for the rations. However... which is more valuable: wheat or pharaoh's currency? Coins, numbers, symbolic values to access
necessities, although everything necessary to live has always been free. A spring of free water that quenched your ancestors' thirst is now
being bootled up and it has a price. You can no longer see it flowing, you are unable to bathe in that pouring waters and your thirst costs
effort. Some say the pharaoh creates the waters like a god... and to you it almost seems like abundant water is generated directly from him,
as if it was his own skill or his prodigy, not a spring anymore. Then everyone went begging to Joseph: <Give us bread! You collected all our
money and wheat, do you want us to die?>. So Joseph gave them bread, but in exchange for their livestock. When they were still starving
they told him: <You possess everything, except our bodies. Buy us, in exchange for bread>. So it was that Joseph bought everything for the
pharaoh, every life became pharaoh's property. To all of you wandering on his grey roads, you can't see fruits growing from brown earth
anymore, ask the pharaoh and he'll give you everything you need, but you instead are living in famine.

06

The green woodpecker (music: Volpe Mirko - lyrics: Kuro Silvia)
The green woodpecker rises in flight, / of ruby red its head's adorned. / if spreading its wings to flee risk /if by feeling its own given time. / Is
it the fear of death / that animates its feathers in the air?/ Or is it instead life's passion? / It seems the same as the river: / a constant flow, /
eternal beginning and unknown end.

08

I'll sing of the departed (music, lyrics: Volpe Mirko)

I'll sing of the departed, air failed him / he shook a bit his strong hips, then the Moon paled. / Few arduous and fair years, his life a flower of
honor / While I'm a dismayed gem, without trunk among grief / Like a leaf in the wind I go, like a drop in the river I'll disappear./ Death, you
deaf coward, misfortune to your faces / You never remove weeds, your court wishes only flowers / I even curse the wind which takes away
with sighs / my cheerful childhood, leaving me with consternation / Alas! I will cry exhausted, then, transformed, / I’ll offer you golden verses.

10

Fortune plango (music: Kuro Silvia, Volpe Mirko - lyrics: Codex Buranus XI/XIII cent.)

I bemoan the wounds of Fortune / with weeping eyes, / the gifts she made me / are taken away. / It is read in truth / that a fine head of
hair / usually follows / with baldness. / On Fortunes throne / sitting raised up, / Prosperous and / crowned with flowers / I may have
flourished / successful and happy, / Now I fall from the peak / deprived of glory. / Fortunes wheel turns; / I fall in disgrace; / from the deep
another rises; / far too high / the new king sits in turn / let him fear ruin! / For beneath the axel is written / Queen Hecuba.

11

O Fortuna velut Luna (music: Volpe Mirko - lyrics: Codex Buranus XI/XIII cent.)

O Fortune, / like the Moon / you are changeable. / Ever waxing / ever waning; / hateful life. / First oppresses / and then soothes / playing
with mental clarity; / poverty / and power / it melts them like ice. / Fate – monstrous / and empty, / you whirling wheel, / you are
malevolent, / well-being is vain / and always fades to nothing, / shadowed / and veiled / you plague me too / now through the game / I bring
my bare back / to your villainy. / Fate is against me / in health / and virtue, / driven on / and weighted down, / always enslaved. / So at this
hour / without delay / pluck the vibrating strings; / since Fate strikes down the strong, / everyone weep with me!

Translation: Kuro Silvia
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